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became the established religion of one of the potentially greatest of
the Great Powers of the Western World. And this historic translation
of the ideal of ' the totalitarian national state3 into 'real life' occurred
at a time when states of this mould and temper were capable of
making greater havoc of Society than ever before. In 1933, the
Great Society in which Mankind was then united on the economic
plane was still divided politically between some sixty or seventy
parochial sovereignties; the conscience and statesmanship of the
World had not yet succeeded in abolishing the ancient institution of
War, which was one of the traditional relations between one parochial
sovereign state and another; and the same generation which saw the
neo-pagan worship of parochial sovereign states carried to 'totali-
tarian' extremes 'in real life' in the shape of ethe Third Reich', had
also been doomed to see 'totalitarian states' armed for mutual
destruction, as they had never been armed before, by the simul-
taneous advent of 'totalitarian warfare'.
While Niccold Machiavelli's underlying conception in The Prince
found its naked fulfilment in Hitler's 'Third Reich' after having
gradually leavened—or poisoned—the political life of the Western
World over a period of some four centuries, it had taken no longer
a time to translate 'into real life' Leonardo da Vinci's dream—which
had seemed so far more visionary, and so much less shocking, to his
contemporaries—of a lucrative practical application of the theoretical
discoveries of Physical Science,1 By the year 1933, Messer Leonardo's
dream, as well as Messer Niccol6's vision, had been triumphantly
achieved. 'The cornucopia of the engineer' had 'been shaken over
all the Earth, scattering everywhere an endowment of previously
unpossessed and unimagined capacities and powers' ;2 and mechani-
cally and inevitably, pending the abolition of War, this magical
enhancement of driving-force had entered into the art of War as
well as into the arts of peace. In the industrialized and demo-
cratized world of a.d. 1933, it was recognized that, in any future war,
the total material and spiritual resources of all the men and women
in each of the belligerent countries could, and therefore would, be
1 See the extracts from Leonardo's note-books collected under the heading
'La Science* in Leonard de Vinci: Textes choisis ... Par Ptladan (Paris, 1908,
Socie'te' du Mercttre de France); e.g.: *La science est plus utile dont lefruit est
plus communicable, et aussi la moins utile est celle qui est moins communicable.'
'La science instrumentale on m^canique est la plus noble et s'&eve au-dessus
de toute autre par son utiliteV *La m6canique est le paradis des sciences,
parce que, avec elle, on vient au. fruit math6matique.'
3 Address delivered at York, on the 31st August, 1932, at the opening of the
hundred and first annual meeting of the British Association for the Advance-
ment of Science, by the President, Sir Alfred Ewing.

